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Regarding the originally published version of this article, it was discovered post-publication that some yeast strains replacing yeast
SRS2with humanRTEL1 (srs2::hRTEL) were incorrect. The strains were remade, confirmed and reassayed for key activities. The new
strains still showed suppression of triplet repeat-dependent chromosome fragility (Fig. 3C) and suppression of trinucleotide repeat
instability (Fig. 3D). Thus, the major conclusions still hold for this experiment and for the overall paper. The ancillary phenotypes,
however, of complementation of srs2D for methylmethanesulfonate sensitivity (MMSs; Fig. 3A) or conferral of MMS hypersensitivity
to a rad5D strain (Fig. 3B) were not reproduced. This change to the ancillary phenotype does not alter the major conclusions of the
paper with respect to the mechanism of RTEL1 action to stabilize trinucleotide repeats and prevent repeat-dependent chromosome
fragility.
The authors regret this error.ª 2016 The Author(s).
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In the originally published version of this article, the incorrect National Research Foundation of Korea grant was identified in the
Acknowledgments. The grant number should be 2012K1A1A204544 rather than 2012M3A9B9036680. The text has been updated,
and the correct grant number now appears with the paper online.
The authors regret this error.Cell Reports 1, 2047–2048, August 16, 2016 2047
